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How to use THE SUPER IMPLODER
Fit it on directly onto your hose/water pipe feed. Flow direction is indicated, i.e.
water comes into the nozzle first, and then enters into the magnetic array and
out the other end, where there is also a thread for standard ¾ inch and metric
attachments
Normal tap pressure is used, however our super strong design can easily go up
to 55 psi, for many commercial farming situations.

Applications of THE IMPLODER
ON THE FARM
Seed Germination
To increase seed germination success- farmers can simply spray water with the
imploder attached onto a hose. If there is access to a "water container" or water
tank, simply fill the container / tank (overnight if you wish) with the imploded
water, then re-run the water thru the imploder directly onto seedlings. Try to
store in non- metal materials and away from strong magnetic fields. This is just
an option, it is not necessary to recirculate the water or store it in any way.
Apply it directly onto crops and seedlings
Obviously- running the imploded water thru a sprinkler system is very easy to
do.
Field crops, Green House, Wineries, Hydroponics, Flower growers etc
Imploder creates faster growth rate and denser biomass, stronger disease
resistant crops, all of which increases the bottom line profits.

Dairy farming, Cattle and Hens
Improves vitality of grass, digestion and assimilation. Increases milk production
and quality of meat. Creates healthier eggs and laying performance.
Other presumably less potent water treatments have claimed very significant
increases in milk production. We are very pleased to ask dairy farmers to feed
TheImploder water to their milking animals, because the solubility increase
makes it easier to suspend the nutrients and butterfat in solution. It makes
sense the animal can produce more milk with less biological effort.
Compost
Improves vitality of the compost, helps microbes to be activated. Increases the
breakdown of compost /manure and the binding of nitrogen.
Rejuvenation of wasteland
Along with the use of “revitalize the soil products”, the imploder can help
rejuvenate wasteland and deserts. Refer to “Bloom the Desert” project on the
“Other developments from the Fractal Field Company” page on our website
OTHER INDUSTRIES
Bio Fuel –Ethanol production
Because it creates quicker fermentation rates. It also enables the water to
separate faster, which increases fuel production and ‘turn around’
Golf courses, public gardens and landscaping
Because it creates healthier and more radiant looking grass, plants and flowers
Industrial and Farm waste management
Because it increases sedimentation rate it will make sewage treatment more
effective and quicker. The separation of water from waste material filtration
happens faster e.g. waste management from farms e.g. “run-offs”.
Food Technology and health products development
Because it creates more nutritionally rich dense foods. Subtle forces in products
such as homeopathic will be stronger.
Aqua Technology –Fish Farms
Makes fish water healthier and resistant to infections. Sludge is quickly broken
down
Swimming pools.
We have conducted tests where we ran imploder water for a while every day and
noticed the water felt 'silkier' - like it was easier to move through it. Also
magnetic water treatments commonly see reduction in scale on pipes and certain
fungi and algae growth. Since our device is probably the most powerful (in terms
of gauss densities alone- not to mention the corrected centripetal spin to absorb
that spin densely-from the nozzle) - it is highly likely that we will see even more
potent effects on pool and pond waters.
Ice and Snow making Technology
Creates ice and snow quicker, which means you will use less energy, saving
much $$$.
RETAIL
Flower shops
Because welting flowers can be re-vitalized. Flowers/plants watered with
Imploded water will LAST LONGER, saving on wastage.

Health spa’s and Natural Healing Clinics
Because imploder water feels silkier, and has more ‘life force’ and ‘healing
properties’. Because of water de clustering, it hydrates the body better. It helps
to ‘alkalize’ the body.
Fish/aquarium shops
Makes fish tank water healthier and resistant to infections
DOMESTIC
In the kitchen
You can use it for domestic water consumption, as it re-energizes water and
increases its ability to hydrate the body. It will reduce the build-up and effects of
lime deposits. Obviously, more plumbing is required to do this. Please use a
licensed pumber, as fitting into or under a sink can be tricky and should be done
with the greatest care.
Note: it does not ‘filter the water’ of impurities such as chlorine etc. That would
need to be done first with a RO filter. However, we are testing to confirm
TheImploder increases the rate at which both solids and gaseous pollutants are
segregated, sedimented and evaporated.
It tastes and feels like fresh spring water- at a fraction of the cost of bottled
water. With The imploded drinking water, people are consistently saying that it
tastes 'silkier' and they are able to tell the difference every time. This is probably
because of the decreased molecular cluster size and related solubility increase.
People have reported various health benefits (one Canadian user swears it
helped his back problem).
Obviously we cannot claim health benefits until much more testing is done. It is
up to the individual to experiment. Even things like returning hair color from
grey, which have been reported with various water treatments, makes sense,
because increased solubility means more mineral in hair and bones. There could
be also benefits for arthritis sufferers.
In the living room/ office
Makes fish tank water healthier and resistant to infections
Keeps your plants strong and healthy.
Place into a water atomizer stray, to refresh yourself.
Pre energize water before filling a humidifier, makes the effect stronger in the
room. Use for intensive cleaning
In the bedroom
Say no more!
However, we will: In Traditional Chinese Medicine, the water element controls
the kidneys, reproduction organs, will power and libido. If the quality and
hydration of water is stronger, your cells and organs receive more energy
In the shower
Install onto your shower water line to have a re energized shower- and the water
feels more ‘sulkier”. Or simply install the Imploder Shower Nozzle, sold
separately
In the garden
Increase production of the family’s garden to save money, and grow healthier
plants and flowers. Grow the biggest cabbages in the neighborhood
Well water

It will reduce the effects of lime deposits and ‘heavy water’
ORDER ONE NOW!
www.TheImploder.com

Independent trial results from Organic India. Dramatic increase of germination
and growth in foreground, compare to other crops that did not receive the
imploder water treatment

Which one had the imploder water ??

Also available the “Tri Ploder”
The SuperImploder Water treatment Device
is the most powerful magnetic water treatment device in the world today. The
published literature is overwhelming that strong magnetic treatment of water- is
of benefit at many levels of agriculture.
The SuperImploder starts with 8 large surface area 3000 + gauss magnetswhich are specially treated during the sintering process (while they crystallize)with a frequency signature which is phase conjugate- meaning their flux lines
produce the pine cone (compression / implosion).
In addition to the uniquely placed and polarized extreme magnetics- in the
SuperImploder- we add an IMPLOSION NOZZLE. The vortex in this fortron superplastic nozzle is precisely designed directly from Dan Winter's new equation
which for the first time predicted the radii of hydrogen only by multiplying planck
length times golden ratio exponents. Not only is this the Implosion geometry for
net energy gain during collapse- which is the reason hydrogen exists (all golden
ratio based)- it perfectly predicts in vortex angle for perfect implosion in water.
This is why we call our nozzle "(Victor) Schauberger's Dream"!
Once the molecules of water have gained implosive centripetal force in their
spin- at the molecular level- they then function like an armature entering a
permanent magnet motor- as they enter the super strong magnetic fields. The
result is decreased molecular cluster size- AND increased solubility. This is the
major key to why the Imploder Water- is of benefit to most any growth thing.
The molecules have more relative surface area (ready for solution)- in addition
to their increase in magnetic coherent alignment. This is perfectly parallel to why
the gold atom becomes super-potent to biology in the mono-atom state. Also
why your blood cells are stronger (more soluble surface exposed) when they
stand alone- without clumping into slimy groups in your blood.
For the SuperImploder - this all shows up in extensive individual and laboratory
testing. In addition to the dramatic 20-70 percent growth results you see in still
and time-lapse photos all over our web site – www.theimploder.com- we
consistently see - benefit in REDOX potential in lab measures. Redox- electron

availability to react IS the essence of FRACTALITY- namely distribution
perfected- for water!
This also explains why the lab data shows dramatic reduction of things like
chlorine in Imploder water. The molecules which least fit - (the chlorine
molecule) are the first to be ejected. Spin density- like laminar coherence- is
good for water- for the same reason centrifuges are essential for washing and
industry. Perfecting compression (spin density) DOES the sorting.
This also points to why so many subjective reports from people who drink
SuperImploded water that they feel energized- when they drink it- even for a
short time.
Our SuperImploder is already in enthusiastic use in dozens of countries- join us
on the cutting edge- adding life force to water - for life!
Directors,
Dan Winter and Roger Green
Order here
www.TheImploder.com

